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Introduction 
 

Congratulations on taking your first step to being a member of the 2021 Seven Lakes 

High School Quad Line! This packet is designed to help you break down and better 

understand the Quad technique used for the marching Quad line. Some information you 

will read about may differ from other techniques you have used or seen. THIS IS OK. The 

language of percussion is indeed vast, with many names and sounds. This packet was 

created to help you better understand this specific Quad technique. 
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Quad Drum Technique Guidelines 
 

This section serves as an outline to the fundamentals of The Seven Lakes’ technique. In order to achieve 

our goals of being the absolute best in the activity, we must simultaneously achieve exact uniformity in 

technique, touch, sound quality, rhythmic clarity, and dynamic clarity. 

 

Each individual in the line must be accountable for their individual performance and be aware of the 

accompanying responsibilities with regard to the percussion ensemble and full ensemble. 

 

This information, combined with the exercises, will help you achieve the highest degree of performance 

possible. 

 

How You Feel When You Drum 
As you play, you should always strive for a relaxed physical 

sensation. The stronger a player you are and the more chops 

you possess, the more efficient you become, hence, the more 

relaxed you are. 

 

A relaxed hand allows the stick to “resonate” and produce a 

pitch conducive to a relaxed, open sound. Physical relaxation 

also pertains to your brain and state of mind. 

 

No matter what the musical or physical responsibility at any 

given time, through practicing GOOD habits and utilizing the 

descriptors above, you are setting yourself up for success by 

having peace of mind and a strong mental approach to your 

playing. 

 

This approach allows you to be more consistent as a player and 

musician. When you play, try and breathe comfortably. By 

learning to breathe naturally while playing, you will achieve a 

more relaxed, healthy sound and approach, regardless of the 

difficulty level. 

 

Implement Grip  
A great quality of sound and approach to the drum starts with the grip of the stick. In order to produce a 

full, resonant tone from the drum, it is important that your hands maintain a relaxed grip around the stick at 

all times, allowing the stick to resonate in your hand. 

 

If you hold the stick too tightly, you dampen the stick’s natural vibrations and “choke off” much of the 

sound, leaving you with a very thin quality of sound. Also, the brunt of the impact from the stick striking 

the drum will be transferred directly into your hand, which can lead to unnecessary injury. 

 

Always let the sticks “breathe” in your hands. 
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Match Grip 
  

The fulcrum is located between the thumb and the index 

finger. This is the point from which the stick pivots in 

your hand. This pivot point should be located at the 

optimal balance point of the stick and is generally 

located about 1/3 up the length of the stick from the butt 

end. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rest of the fingers should be wrapped naturally 

around the stick. They should be loose and relaxed 

but can never leave the stick. In order to employ the 

fingers properly, the stick should lay through the 

fleshy part of your palm opposite your thumb. 

 

The palm of your hand should not be flat to the 

drum (German Grip) nor should the thumb be 

completely on the top of the stick (French Grip). 

The crease created between the thumb and the index 

finger should be turned to an approximate 45-

degree angle. 

 

This offers the best benefits from both the German 

Grip (Full wrist turn) and French grip (Easy 

engagement of the fingers).  
 

 

Playing Position 
 
A proper playing position begins with finding 

an appropriate drum height. The tenor drums 

should be worn flat about 1 to 2 inches below 

the waist line and can be found by starting with 

your arms relaxed by your sides. 

 

Raise both mallets up to rest approximately ½ 

inch above the surface of the head over drums 

1 and 2.  

 

The elbows should hang naturally from the 

shoulder, not forced in or out. 
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The forearm and stick should both slope down slightly.  

 

By maintaining this angle we ensure that we don’t hit 

unwanted rim shots and that we don’t catch the butt end of the 

stick on the shot drums. 

 

 

 

 

Default or “tacet” position is defined as mallets over drums 

1 and 2. 

 

We will attack everything from this position unless 

otherwise specified. 

 

 

 

Playing Zones 
 

Proper playing zones are absolutely crucial for sound quality and ease of movement around the drums. It is important 

to keep the beads of the sticks equidistant from the rim at all times. 

 

The head should be played approximately 1½ inches from the rim, directly in the “sweet spot.” This will provide a 

balance of full bodied sound combined with the sustain of the drum head. Avoid playing directly in the center of the 

drum which will cause an unwanted “thud sound.”  

 

A “teed up” approach will be used for the outer drums. This allows natural arm movement while keeping the beads 

equidistant from the rim 
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Crossovers 
 

Advanced tenor drumming often involves tricky sticking and around patterns that require one stick to be crossed over 

the other. When properly executed, crossovers can be very audibly and visually stimulating. It is important to maintain 

sound quality, technique and heights while performing crossovers.  

 

The thumb crossover is performed directly at the thumbs or fulcrum. This is used for smaller crossovers.  

 

The wrist crossover is performed directly where the wrist turns to execute a stroke. This is used for larger crossovers. 

 

We want to avoid hand-over-hand crossovers. This can be very limiting to proper wrist turn 
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Lateral/Vertical Movement 
In order to play around the tenor drums, two types of movements are necessary: 

 

 Vertical movement is provided by the up-and-down motion of the wrist, finger, arm, etc.  

 Lateral movement is provided by the side-to-side motion of the forearm 

 

The vertical movement is the first priority when learning any passage on the tenors. In other words, material should first 

be learned on one drum and then moved around the drums. This is done to ensure sound quality, technique and timing. 

 

Once this is strongly established, the lateral movement is added to complete the tenor drumming experience. 

 

 

Proper Practicing – Developing the Physical and Mental Tools for Success 

 

“…Amateurs practice until they get it right … Professionals practice until they can’t get wrong 

…” 

 

-Tom Aungst 
Director of Percussion 

Dartmouth High School Cluster 

Cadets Drum and Bugle Corps 

 

 

 

 


